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Introduction

This article is the third of a series of work on a new approach to the study of
singularities of various objects in a local, two-dimensional setting. Our focus in the
present paper is on multiplier ideals and singularity exponents.

In the discussion below, we fix an equicharacteristic zero, two-dimensional regular
local ring (R, m) with algebraically closed residue field. An important example is
the ring R = O0 of holomorphic germs at the origin in C2.

In [FJ1], we introduced the space V consisting of all R+∪{+∞}-valued valuations
on R centered at m, and normalized by ν(m) = 1. This space is naturally a tree:
it is a union of (uncountably many) real segments patched together in such a way
that V remains homotopic to a point. It is also an R-tree in the classical sense
for a natural metric. We hence call V the valuative tree. It encodes in a natural
way all possible blowups of R centered at m and therefore gives a way of measuring
quite precisely singularities of different kinds of objects. The points in V that are
not ends form the subtree Vqm of quasimonomial valuations. These valuations,
which can alternatively be characterized as Abhyankar valuations of rank 1 or as
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push-forwards of monomial valuations under birational morphisms, play a central
role in our approach.

We used the valuative tree to study singularities of ideals I ⊂ R in [FJ1], and of
plurisubharmonic (psh) functions u in [FJ2] (in which case R = O0). We showed
that I and u both give rise to functions gI and gu on Vqm, called the tree transforms
of I and u. These are defined as follows. For an ideal I and ν ∈ Vqm, we set gI(ν) :=
ν(I) = min{ν(φ) : φ ∈ R}. For a psh function, the definition of gu(ν) = ν(u) is
more involved but can be interpreted either as a generalized Lelong number in the
sense of Demailly or as the push-forward of a Kiselman number under a birational
morphism.

It turns out that the tree transforms gI and gu enjoy strong concavity properties.
We denote by P the closure of the cone generated by the functions on Vqm of the
form c gI over all c > 0 and all ideals I (or equivalently by all gu’s for psh functions
u). An element in g ∈ P is called a tree potential. Tree potentials can also be
identified with positive measures on V . In the case of an ideal, the measure is
atomic and its decomposition into atoms is equivalent to Zariski’s factorization
of integrally closed ideals. In the case of a psh function, the measure determines
the most important features of the singularity at the origin—a somewhat vague
assertion that the paper at hand serves to substantiate. A general tree potential
may be loosely viewed as a formal analogue of a psh function.

Multiplier ideals have emerged in recent years as a fundamental tool in algebraic
and analytic geometry. We refer to the book [La] for a detailed account on this
subject, on its range of applications, and for precise references. See also [D] for
a more analytic point of view. Here we content ourselves with recalling a few
definitions adapted to our setting.

Fix a psh function u defined near the origin in C2. The multiplier ideal J (u) is
the set of holomorphic germs φ ∈ O0 such that |φ|2 exp(−2u) is locally integrable.
As u may take the value −∞, J (u) is in general strictly included in O0. To worse
behavior of u at 0, i.e., for u decreasing faster to −∞, correspond deeper ideals
J (u). The multiplier ideal hence measures, in some sense, the degree of singularity
of u.

To an ideal I ⊂ R (or more generally a formal power Ic, c > 0) we can also
associate a multiplier ideal J (I). One way to do this uses resolution of singularities,
whereas Lipman [Li] gives a more intrinsic definition. It is also possible to associate
an asymptotic multiplier ideal to a graded system of ideals, i.e., a sequence (Ik)∞k=1

of ideals in R such that IkIl ⊂ Ik+l.
Our first objective is to show that all these multiplier ideals can be analyzed in a

unified way using tree potentials. More precisely, to any tree potential g on Vqm we
associate a multiplier ideal J (g) ⊂ R as follows: an element ψ ∈ R belongs to J (g)
iff the function χψ,g(ν) = g(ν)/(ν(ψ) + A(ν)) on Vqm is uniformly bounded by a
constant < 1. Here A is a function on Vqm called thinness. It contains information
on the relative canonical divisor of suitable birational models of Spec R, as in the
classical algebraic definition of multiplier ideals (see Section 1.2.9 for details).

We then show that the multiplier ideal of an ideal, a psh function, or a graded
system of ideals, coincides with that of the corresponding tree transform. Let us
be more precise. If I is an ideal and c > 0, then we show that the multiplier ideal
of Ic coincides with that of the tree potential c gI . Our proof essentially consists of
translating classical conditions for defining multiplier ideals into our language. In
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the case of a graded system of ideals, the condition IkIl ⊂ Ik+l implies a statement
gk+l ≤ gk + gl on the level of tree potentials (gk is the tree potential of Ik). As
we show, the sequence k−1gk converges to a tree potential g whose multiplier ideal
coincides with that of the graded system.

Similarly, we prove that if u is psh, then the multiplier ideals J (gu) and J (u)
coincide. The proof is now more involved. We first use Demailly’s approximation
technique to reduce to the case of a psh function with logarithmic singularities.
The latter case is then reduced to the statement J (Ic) = J (c gI), proved earlier,
for a suitable chosen ideal I and c > 0. Many of the arguments involved in the
reductions draw from [DK], but our proof also depends heavily on the fact that the
tree transform u �→ gu behaves well under Demailly approximation.

Apart from providing a unifying framework, tree potentials can be used as a
powerful tool for studying many questions regarding multiplier ideals. As support
to this claim, we give three applications of our approach.

The first two concern singularity exponents. To a general tree potential g is
associated a number c(g), called the singularity exponent or log-canonical threshold
of g. It is defined by c(g) = sup{c > 0 : J (c g) = R}. If g = gu is the tree transform
of a psh function u, then the singularity exponent is given by c(u) = sup{c > 0 :
exp(−2cu) ∈ L1

loc} and is a number measuring the “strength” of the singularity
of u at the origin. Various bounds were known for c(u) in terms of the Lelong
number [S] and Kiselman numbers [Ki2] of u. We sharpen these bounds, and show
that c(u) can in fact be computed explicitly in terms of all Kiselman numbers of
u. We also prove that for c = c(u), the function exp(−2cu) is never integrable.
This provides an affirmative answer to the openness conjecture (in dimension 2)
by Demailly and Kollár (see [DK, Remark 5.3]). In fact, we establish the more
precise estimate Vol{u < log r} � r2c(u) as r → 0, and we improve a recent result
by Blel and Mimouni [BM, Mi] by proving that if u has Lelong number one, then
exp(−2u) fails to be locally integrable at the origin iff ddcu is the sum of the current
of integration on a smooth curve and a current with zero Lelong number.

We then consider the set of complex singularity exponents c = {c(log |ψ|)} when
ψ ranges over all holomorphic functions. Shokurov [S] used Mori’s minimal program
to show that c satisfies the so-called ascending chain condition: any increasing
sequence in c is eventually stationary. Kuwata [Ku] subsequently improved this
result by characterizing explicitly all real numbers lying in c. In 2000, Phong-Sturm
in [PS] gave a completely analytic proof of this result. We present an algebraic proof
in Section 6, independent of both approaches above. It is conjectured (see [DK,
Remark 3.5]) that the ascending chain condition applies to the set of complex
singularity exponents in any dimension (see [MP] for the most recent result in this
direction). We hope that our result might lead to further developments in higher
dimensions.

As a third application, we prove that any integrally closed ideal in R is the
multiplier ideal of some formal power of an ideal. This result was recently proved,
independently, by Lipman and Watanabe [LW].

Finally we prove quite generally that a tree potential is completely characterized
by the collection of multiplier ideals {J (tg)}t≥0. As a consequence, two psh func-
tions u and v have identical multiplier ideals J (tu) = J (tv) for all t ≥ 0 iff they
are equisingular by which we mean that they have the same transforms gu = gv.
Equisingularity may be geometrically interpreted as follows: for any composition π
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of blowups, the Lelong numbers of the pull-backs π∗u and π∗v are the same at any
point on the exceptional divisor π−1(0); see [FJ2, Proposition 6.2].

Since the results on singularity exponents for psh functions are arguably the most
striking ones in the paper, we wish to briefly explain our approach, not using the
language of valuations. Fix a psh function u and assume, for simplicity, that ddcu
does not charge any curve. To any irreducible (possibly singular) curve D at the
origin and any real number t ≥ 1 we associate a family of punctured, conical regions
A(r) of diameter r. Here t determines the “thinness” of the region. See Figure 2.
We have VolA(r) ∼ r2A for some A > 0, and in A(r) we have u ≤ ν(u) log r+O(1),
for some (maximal) real number ν(u) ≥ 0. If exp(−2cu) is locally integrable at the
origin, it is integrable in A(r), which easily implies c ν(u) < A. The crucial fact is
the existence of an optimal region A(r) detecting integrability: for this region we
have c(u)ν(u) = A, which yields nonintegrability of exp(−2c(u)u), i.e., the openness
conjecture. Moreover, the curve D associated to this region is smooth, and then
ν(u) is a Kiselman number of u. It is to establish the existence and main properties
of the optimal region A that we bring valuations into the picture. In particular,
the concavity properties of the tree transform of u play a key role.

Most results presented here are probably not particular to dimension 2. The main
difficulty in extending our approach to higher dimensions lies in understanding the
analogue of the valuative tree. We hope to tackle this problem in future research.

The present article relies in an essential way on the analysis and formalism in
our previous work: we recall in Section 1 the main results of [FJ1], [FJ2] that will
be used. The rest of the paper is then organized as follows: in Section 2 we give the
definition and main properties of multiplier ideals of tree potentials. As we show in
Sections 3 and 4, this notion naturally generalizes multiplier ideals of formal powers
of ideals, graded systems of ideals, and psh functions. Sections 5, 6 and 7 contain
the applications mentioned above. We study equisingularity in Section 8 and end
the paper with an appendix containing two proofs.

1. Background

In this section we give a brief review of the valuative tree and its applications
to the study of ideals and plurisubharmonic (psh) functions. For details, we refer
to [FJ1] for Sections 1.1 to 1.3, and to [FJ2] for Section 1.4.

1.1. Conventions. In general, (R, m) denotes an equicharacteristic zero, two-
dimensional regular local ring with algebraically closed residue field k. We will
refer to this as the general case.

Whenever we talk about psh functions, we will always be in the analytic case,
meaning that R = O0 is the ring of holomorphic germs at the origin in C2. Then
k = C and m is the maximal ideal of germs vanishing at the origin.

In general we write (R̂, m̂) for the completion of R. It is the ring of formal power
series in two variables with coefficients in k.

1.2. The valuative tree. Our starting point is the approach to valuations worked
out in [FJ1].

1.2.1. Valuations ([FJ1, Section 1.2]). We consider the space V of centered, nor-
malized valuations on R, i.e., the set of functions ν : R → [0,∞] satisfying:
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(i) ν(ψψ′) = ν(ψ) + ν(ψ′) for all ψ, ψ′;
(ii) ν(ψ + ψ′) ≥ min{ν(ψ), ν(ψ′)} for all ψ, ψ′;
(iii) ν(0) = ∞, ν|C∗ = 0, ν(m) := min{ν(ψ) ; ψ ∈ m} = 1.

Then V is equipped with a natural partial ordering : ν ≤ µ iff ν(ψ) ≤ µ(ψ) for all
ψ ∈ m. The multiplicity valuation νm defined by νm(ψ) = m(ψ) = max{k ; ψ ∈ mk}
is the unique minimal element of V . (See [FJ1, Section 1.5.1].)

Any valuation on R extends uniquely to a valuation in its completion R̂; hence
the valuation spaces attached to R and R̂ are isomorphic. (See [Sp, Theorem 3.1].)

1.2.2. Curve valuations ([FJ1, Section 1.5.5]). Some natural maximal elements are
the curve valuations defined as follows. To each irreducible (possibly formal) curve
C we associate νC ∈ V defined by νC(ψ) = C · {ψ = 0}/m(C), where “·” denotes
intersection multiplicity and m multiplicity. If C is defined by φ ∈ m̂, then we also
write νC = νφ. Note that νφ(φ) = ∞.

The set C of local irreducible curves carries a natural (ultra)metric in which C has
diameter 1. It is given by dC(C, D) = m(C)m(D)/C ·D. (See [FJ1, Lemma 3.56].)

Figure 1. The valuative tree. The segments consist of valuations
of the form νφ,t, where φ = x, y2 − x3, . . . , y and the skewness
parameter t ranges from 1 to ∞. Skewness t = 1 gives the multi-
plicity valuation νm and skewness t = ∞ the curve valuation νφ.
The integer label above a segment indicates multiplicity (Sec-
tion 1.2.6).

1.2.3. Quasimonomial valuations ([FJ1, Section 1.5.4]). Arguably the most impor-
tant valuations in V are the quasimonomial ones.1 They are of the form νC,t, where

1A quasimonomial valuation can be made monomial (i.e., completely determined by its values
on a pair of local coordinates (x, y)) by a birational morphism. Quasimonomial valuations are
also known as Abhyankar valuations of rank 1; see [ELS].
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C ∈ C and t ∈ [1,∞), and satisfy νC,t(ψ) = min{νD(ψ) : dC(C, D) ≤ t−1}. We
have νC,s = νD,t iff s = t ≥ dC(C, D)−1. (See [FJ1, Proposition 3.55].) Thus
Vqm, the set of all quasimonomial valuations, is naturally a quotient of C × [1,∞)
and has a natural tree structure: if ν, ν′ ∈ Vqm and ν < ν′, then the segment
[ν, ν′] = {µ ∈ Vqm : ν ≤ µ ≤ ν′} is isomorphic to a compact real interval. See [FJ1,
Theorem 3.57] and Figure 1. We set νφ,t := νC,t when C = {φ = 0}.

Quasimonomial valuations are of two types: divisorial and irrational, depending
on whether the parameter t is rational or irrational.2 We write Vdiv for the set of
divisorial valuations.

The full space V is the completion of Vqm in the sense that every element in V is
the limit of an increasing sequence in Vqm. It is hence also naturally a tree, called
the valuative tree. The ends of V are exactly the elements of V \Vqm and are either
curve valuations or infinitely singular valuations.3

1.2.4. Skewness and intersection multiplicity ([FJ1, Section 3.3]). An important in-
variant of a valuation is its skewness α defined by α(ν) = sup{ν(φ)/m(φ) : φ ∈ m}.
Skewness naturally parameterizes the trees Vqm and V in the sense that α : Vqm →
[1,∞) is strictly increasing and restricts to a bijection onto its image on any seg-
ment; indeed α(νφ,t) = t for any νφ,t ∈ Vqm. Thus divisorial (irrational) valuations
have rational (irrational) skewness. Curve valuations have infinite skewness whereas
the skewness of an infinitely singular valuation may or may not be finite.

The tree structure on V implies that any collection (νi)i∈I of valuations in V
admits an infimum ∧iνi; see [FJ1, Corollary 3.15]. Together with skewness, this
allows us to define an intersection product on V : we set ν · µ := α(ν ∧ µ) ∈ [1,∞].
This is a normalized extension of the intersection product on C as C · D = (νC ·
νD)m(C)m(D). If ν ∈ V and φ ∈ m is irreducible, then ν(φ) = m(φ) (ν · νφ).
Moreover, if ν(φ) is irrational, then ν = νφ,t with t = ν(φ)/m(φ).

1.2.5. Tangent space and weak topology ([FJ1, Sections 3.1-3.2]). Let µ be a val-
uation in V . Declare ν, ν′ ∈ V \ {µ} to be equivalent if the segments ]µ, ν] and
]µ, ν′] intersect. An equivalence class is called a tangent vector at µ and the set of
tangent vectors at µ, the tangent space, is denoted by Tµ. If �v is a tangent vector,
we denote by U(�v) the set of points in V defining the equivalence class �v. The
points in U(�v) are said to represent �v.

A point µ in the tree V is an end, a regular point, or a branch point when Tµ
contains one, two, or three or more points, respectively. In terms of valuations:
the ends of V are curve and infinitely singular valuations; the regular points are
irrational valuations; and the branch points are divisorial valuations, at which the
tangent space is in bijection with the complex projective line P1 and hence un-
countable. See [FJ1, Theorem 3.20].

We endow V with the weak topology, generated by the sets U(�v) over all tangent
vectors �v; this turns V into a compact (Hausdorff) space. If νk → ν, then νk ∧µ →
νk ∧ µ for all µ ∈ V . The weak topology on V is characterized by νk → ν iff
νk(φ) → ν(φ) for all φ ∈ R; see [FJ1, Theorem 5.1].

2A quasimonomial valuation ν is irrational iff ν(R) �⊂ Q, hence the name.
3The latter are represented by infinite Puiseux series whose exponents are rational numbers

with unbounded denominators.
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1.2.6. Multiplicities ([FJ1, Section 3.4]). By setting m(ν) := min{m(C) : C ∈
C, νC ≥ ν} we extend the notion of multiplicity from C to Vqm. Clearly m :
Vqm → N is increasing and hence extends to all of V . In fact m(ν) divides m(µ)
whenever ν ≤ µ. The infinitely singular valuations are characterized as having
infinite multiplicity.

As m is increasing and integer-valued, it is piecewise constant on any segment
[νm, νφ], where φ ∈ C. This implies that m(�v) is naturally defined for any tangent
vector �v. If ν is nondivisorial, then m(�v) = m(ν) for any �v ∈ Tν.

If ν is divisorial, then the situation is more complicated. Suffice it to say that
there exists an integer b(ν), divisible by m(ν), such that m(�v) = b(ν) for all but at
most two tangent vectors �v at ν. We call b(ν) the generic multiplicity of ν.

1.2.7. Approximating sequences ([FJ1, Section 3.5]). Consider a quasimonomial
valuation ν ∈ Vqm. The multiplicity m is integer-valued and piecewise constant
on the segment [νm, ν], hence has a finite number g (possibly zero) of jumps. Thus
there are divisorial valuations νi, 0 ≤ i ≤ g and integers mi, such that

(1.1) νm = ν0 < ν1 < · · · < νg < νg+1 = ν

and m(µ) = mi for µ ∈ ]νi, νi+1], 0 ≤ i ≤ g. We call the sequence (νi)
g
i=1 the

approximating sequence associated to ν. It plays a prominent role in [Sp].
The concept of approximating sequences extends naturally to valuations that are

not quasimonomial: for curve valuations the sequences are still finite, for infinitely
singular valuations they are infinite.

1.2.8. Thinness ([FJ1, Section 3.6]). Skewness α is a parameterization of V that
does not “see” multiplicities. Another parameterization, of crucial importance, is
thinness A, defined as follows. If ν ∈ Vqm, then

(1.2) A(ν) = 2 +
∫ ν

νm

m(µ) dα(µ).

In terms of (1.1) we have A(ν) = 2+
∑g

0 mi(αi+1 −αi) with αi = α(νi). Note that
A(ν) ≤ 1 + m(ν)α(ν). Just like skewness, we may define A(ν) also for ν /∈ Vqm.

The inequality A(ν) ≥ 1 + α(ν) always holds, with equality iff m(ν) = 1. More-
over, A(ν) < m(ν)α(ν) as soon as m(ν) > 1, and A(ν) − m(ν)α(ν) → −∞ as ν
increases towards an infinitely singular valuation.

1.2.9. Geometric interpretation of divisorial valuations ([FJ1, Chapter 6]). Ev-
ery divisorial valuation ν arises as follows: there exists a finite composition of
point blowups π : X → SpecR (i.e., π : X → (C2, 0) in the analytic case) and
an exceptional component E (i.e., an irreducible component of π−1(0)) such that
ν = b−1π∗ divE , where b = b(ν) is the generic multiplicity at ν and divE denotes
the order of vanishing along E. The generic multiplicity of ν is then equal to the
multiplicity of any curvette of ν, i.e., the image by π of any smooth curve inter-
secting E transversely at a smooth point. In fact, every generic tangent vector at ν
is represented by the curve valuation associated to a curvette [FJ1, Section 6.6.1].
We also have A(ν) = a/b, where a− 1 is equal to the order of vanishing along E of
the Jacobian determinant of π [FJ1, Theorem 6.22].
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1.2.10. Borel measures and tree potentials ([FJ1, Chapter 7] or [FJ2, Section 5]).
Let M be the space of (weak, regular) positive Borel measures on V ,4 endowed
with the topology of vague convergence. We will identify ν ∈ V with its Dirac mass
δν ∈ M, thus viewing V as a (compact) subset of M.

Any ρ ∈ M determines a real-valued function gρ on Vqm defined by gρ(ν) =∫
V µ · ν dρ(µ). A function of the form gρ is called a tree potential. The space P of

tree potentials is a closed convex cone in VR
qm (under pointwise convergence) and

the map ρ �→ gρ is a homeomorphism of M onto P whose inverse naturally defines a
Laplace operator ∆ : P → M.5 The mass of ∆g is g(νm). See [FJ1, Theorem 7.64].

If g ∈ P, then g is increasing and concave on any segment [νm, ν0] (parameterized
by skewness) in V . If ν ∈ ]νm, ν0[, then the left derivative of g at ν with respect
to skewness is equal to ρ{µ ≥ ν}, whereas the right derivative is given by ρ(U(�v)),
where ρ = ∆g and �v denotes the tangent vector at ν represented by ν0. We always
have ρ {µ ≥ ν}α(ν) ≤ g(ν) ≤ g(νm)α(ν) with equality (in either inequality) iff
ρ = ∆g is supported on {µ ≥ ν}.

A subtree of V is a subset T such that ν ∈ T and µ ≤ ν implies µ ∈ T . A
subtree is finite if it has finitely many ends. If g ∈ P and T is a subtree of V , then
gT denotes the infimum of all tree potentials coinciding with g on T .

The support of g ∈ P is the smallest subtree T for which g = gT . Alternatively,
it is the smallest subtree containing supp ∆g. The support of any tree potential is
included in the closure of a countable union of finite trees.

1.3. Ideals ([FJ1, Section 8.1]). An ideal I in R is primary if mn ⊂ I for some n >
0. The integral closure of I is the ideal Ī of φ ∈ R such that φn+a1φ

n−1+· · ·+an = 0
for some n ≥ 1 and ai ∈ Ii. If I = Ī, then I is integrally closed.

Any ideal I in R has an associated tree transform gI , defined by gI(ν) = ν(I) =
min{ν(φ) : φ ∈ R}. This function gI belongs to P, and thus defines a tree measure
ρI = ∆gI ∈ M. The latter measure has mass m(I) := νm(I).

If I = φR is principal, then we write gφ = gI and ρφ = ρI : the latter measure is
given by ρφ =

∑
i nimiνi, where φ =

∏
φni

i is the factorization of φ into irreducible
factors, mi = m(φi) and νi is the curve valuation associated to φi.

If I is primary, then ρI =
∑

i nibiνi, where ni ∈ N and νi are divisorial valuations
with generic multiplicity bi. The valuations νi are exactly the Rees valuations of I.

A general ideal I is the product of a principal ideal and a primary ideal, hence
has a tree measure of the form ρI =

∑
i nibiνi +

∑
i nimiνi.

To any measure ρ is associated an ideal Iρ = {φ ∈ R : gφ ≥ gρ}. When ρ is
of the previous form, then ρIρ

= ρ, whereas IρI
is the integral closure of I. The

decomposition of ρI above gives an interpretation of Zariski’s factorization theorem:
if I is integrally closed, then I =

∏
i Ini

νi
. If furthermore I is primary, i.e., all the νi

are divisorial, then I =
⋂

i{φ ∈ R : gφ(νi) ≥ gρ(νi)}.
In general, the mass of ρI on a curve valuation νφ is the product of m(φ) and

divφ(I) := max{k : φk|ψ for all ψ ∈ I}.

1.4. Psh functions. All plurisubharmonic (psh) functions are defined near the
origin in C2. A psh function u is said to have logarithmic singularities if there exist
c > 0 and holomorphic functions φi ∈ R such that u = c

2 log
∑n

1 |φi|2 + O(1).

4In [FJ1], M is denoted by M+.
5In [FJ1], P is denoted by P+, and tree potentials are called positive tree potentials.
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1.4.1. Lelong and Kiselman numbers. For a fixed choice of coordinates (x, y), and
weights a, b > 0 the Kiselman number [Ki1, Ki2] of u is defined to be

νx,y
a,b (u) = lim

r→0

ab

log r
sup{u : |x| < r1/a, |y| < r1/b}.

We have νx,y
λa,λb(u) = λνx,y

a,b (u) for any λ > 0. When a = b = 1, the Kiselman
number reduces to the Lelong number νL(u). The latter does not depend on the
choice of (x, y).

Figure 2. Characteristic regions, see Section 1.4.2. To the left
is a characteristic region A around a singular curve {φ = 0}. If
π : X → (C2, 0) desingularizes this curve, the preimage of A is a
characteristic region around a smooth curve.

1.4.2. Evaluating valuations on psh functions ([FJ2, Section 3]). One can evaluate
a quasimonomial valuation on a psh function as the normalized push-forward of a
Kiselman number under a birational morphism. Concretely, this goes as follows.
If ν ∈ Vqm is quasimonomial, write ν = νφ,t for φ ∈ m irreducible with m(φ) =
m(ν) =: m. Pick a coordinate x transverse to φ, i.e., x ∈ m is irreducible, m(x) = 1
and νx ∧ νφ = νm. Also pick constants 0 < C1 < C2 < ∞ and consider the region

A(r) = Aφ,t,x,C(r) := {|x| < r : C1|x|mt < |φ| < C2|x|mt}
for small r. See Figure 2. We have VolA(r) � r2A, where A = A(ν) is the thinness
of ν. The value of ν on a psh function u is then given by

ν(u) = lim
r→0

1
log r

sup
A(r)

u;

this does not depend on the choices of φ, x or C. We always have the upper bound
u(q) ≤ ν(u) log ‖q‖ + O(1) in A(r). If u = c

2 log
∑n

1 |φi|2 + O(1) has logarithmic
singularities, then ν(u) = c mini ν(φi) = c ν(I), where I is the ideal generated by
the φi’s. In this case we also have the lower bound u(q) ≥ ν(u) log ‖q‖ + O(1) for
suitable choices of C1 and C2. See [FJ2, Proposition 4.3].

If ν ∈ Vqm is monomial, i.e., of multiplicity one, then there exist local coordinates
(x, y) such that ν = νy,t, where t = α(ν) ≥ 1. In this case ν(u) equals the Kiselman
number νx,y

t,1 (u). In particular νm(u) is the Lelong number of u.

1.4.3. Geometric interpretation. The value of divisorial valuations on psh functions
can be interpreted along the lines of Section 1.2.9. Using the notation of that
section, b(ν)ν(u) is the Lelong number of the pull-back π∗u at a generic point
p ∈ E [FJ2, Proposition 4.1]. Moreover, if p ∈ E is a smooth point on π−1(0), then
the Lelong number of the strict transform of u under π at p is bounded from above
by b(ν)−1ρu(U(�v)) [FJ2, Lemma 7.6]. Here ρu is the tree measure of u (see below)
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and �v = �vp is the tangent vector at ν associated to p; that is, �v is represented by
any curve valuation νC such that the strict transform of C is smooth and intersects
E transversely at p.

1.4.4. Demailly approximation. Demailly devised a method, crucially important to
our analysis, of approximating a general psh function u with a sequence un of psh
functions with logarithmic singularities. This goes as follows: see Theorem 4.2
and its proof in [DK] for details. Suppose u is psh on a fixed ball B containing
the origin. For n > 0 let Hn be the Hilbert space of holomorphic functions ψ
on B such that

∫
B
|ψ|2e−2nu < ∞. Let (gnl)∞1 be an orthonormal basis for Hn

and set un = 1
2n log

∑
l |gnl|2. If 0  B′ � B is a smaller ball, then there exists

k = k(u, n, B′) < ∞ such that un − 1
2n log

∑k
1 |gnl|2 is bounded in B′; in particular

un has a logarithmic singularity at the origin.
Demailly approximation interacts very well with the evaluation of quasimonomial

valuations on psh functions: we have 0 ≤ ν(u)− ν(un) ≤ A(ν)/n, where A denotes
thinness [FJ2, Proposition 3.12].

1.4.5. Tree transforms ([FJ2, Section 6.1]). Any psh function u has an associated
tree transform gu ∈ P, defined by gu(ν) = ν(u) for ν ∈ Vqm, as well as an associated
tree measure ρu = ∆gu on V . That these are well defined follows from Demailly
approximation. If u is psh, then ρu cannot put mass on a formal (i.e., non-analytic)
curve valuation. When νC is a curve valuation associated to an analytic curve
C = {φ = 0}, the mass of ρu on νC is exactly m(C) times the mass of the positive
closed (1, 1) current ddcu on C. By Siu’s theorem, this is equivalent to saying that
u = u′ + c log |φ| with c = m(C)−1ρu{νφ} and u′ a psh function with ρu′{νC} = 0.

2. Multiplier ideals of tree potentials

In this section we define multiplier ideals of tree potentials and examine their
main properties. As we will show in subsequent sections, this notion contains all
previously known (to the authors) definitions of multiplier ideals, in a local, two-
dimensional setting. We also introduce some related singularity exponents.

Definition 2.1. Let h : Vqm → [0,∞) be a tree potential on V , i.e., h ∈ P. We
define the multiplier ideal J (h) of h to be the ideal of elements ψ ∈ R such that

(2.1) sup
ν∈Vqm

h(ν)
ν(ψ) + A(ν)

< 1.

Definition 2.2. Let h ∈ P. The singularity exponent, or log-canonical threshold,
of h is the number c(h) := sup{c > 0 : J (c h) = R}. The Arnold multiplicity is
the number λ(h) = c(h)−1. Thus we have

(2.2) λ(h) = sup
ν∈Vqm

h(ν)
A(ν)

and c(h) = inf
ν∈Vqm

A(ν)
h(ν)

.

Remark 2.3. It follows immediately from the definition that J (c(h)h) � R.

It will be useful to have a less elegant but more concrete criterion for membership
in the multiplier ideal.

Proposition 2.4. Fix a tree potential h ∈ P and ψ ∈ R. Let ρh and ρψ be the
associated measures on V. Then ψ ∈ J (h) iff the following hold:

(a) ν(ψ) + A(ν) > h(ν) for all quasimonomial valuations ν;
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(b) ρψ{ν} + m(ν) > ρh{ν} for all curve valuations ν.

Moreover, we have

(i) if ψ �∈ m, then it suffices to check (a)-(b) for ν of multiplicity one;
(ii) if h = c gI for some ideal I and c > 0, then it suffices to check (a)-(b) for

ν in the approximating sequence of some valuation in the support of ρI .

The proof is given below. Note that (2.1) is not a trivial consequence of (a).

2.1. Properties. Let us now state some basic properties of multiplier ideals asso-
ciated to tree potentials. The proofs are given below. However, two of them are
relegated to the appendix as they do not follow directly from our approach, but
rely on the corresponding statements for ideals already proved in the literature.

Proposition 2.5. The multiplier ideal J (h) is integrally closed.

It is clear from the definition that if g ≤ h, then J (h) ⊂ J (g). A deeper result
is the following semicontinuity statement.

Proposition 2.6. If (hn)∞1 is a decreasing sequence of tree potentials converging
in P (i.e., pointwise) to a tree potential h, then J (hn) = J (h) for n � 1.

Notice that since R is Noetherian, the sequence (J (hn))∞1 is stationary. This
does not, however, immediately imply the proposition.

We can bound the Arnold multiplicity as follows.

Proposition 2.7. Consider h ∈ P with associated measure ρ = ∆h. Then:

(i) 1
2h(νm) ≤ λ(h) ≤ h(νm);

(ii) λ(h) > 1
2h(νm) iff there exists a tangent vector �v at νm with ρ U(�v) > 1

2 ;
(iii) λ(h) = h(νm) iff ρ is a point mass at a curve valuation of multiplicity one.

Next we have the following subadditivity property.

Proposition 2.8. If h1, h2 ∈ P, then J (h1 + h2) ≤ J (h1)J (h2).

Our proof uses a reduction to the case when the hi’s are proportional to tree
transforms of ideals and is given in the appendix. The same holds for the following
version of Skoda’s Theorem:

Proposition 2.9. Let ν0 be a divisorial valuation with associated (simple complete)
ideal I0 = Iν0 and tree transform g0 = gI0 . Then we have

J (h + 2g0) = I0J (h + g0)

for any tree potential h ∈ P.

On the other hand, Proposition 2.10 is a version of Skoda’s Theorem that we
can prove directly.

Proposition 2.10. Consider φ ∈ m with associated tree potential gφ. Then

J (h + gφ) = φJ (h)

for any tree potential h ∈ P.
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2.2. Proofs. We now turn to the proofs. The fact that multiplier ideals are inte-
grally closed is easy to establish.

Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let (ψi)k
1 be generators of I = J (h). If ψ ∈ Ī, then

ν(ψ) ≥ mini(ψi) for every ν ∈ Vqm. This implies that

sup
ν

h(ν)
A(ν) + ν(ψ)

≤ max
i

sup
ν

h(ν)
ν(ψi) + A(ν)

< 1

so that ψ ∈ I. �

We now turn to the characterization of J (h) given in Proposition 2.4. The main
point is that the supremum in the definition of J (h) is actually attained. In fact,
the following lemma is the key to the openness conjecture for psh functions.

Lemma 2.11. Fix a tree potential h ∈ P and let ψ ∈ R. The function

(2.3) χ(ν) = χh,ψ(ν) =
h(ν)

ν(ψ) + A(ν)
,

defined on Vqm, extends to a function on V continuous on segments. Its supremum
is attained at a valuation ν�. We may choose ν� to be a quasimonomial or a curve
valuation, and to belong to the support of h. Further, we may take ν� such that:

(i) if ψ /∈ m, then ν� is of multiplicity one;
(ii) if h = gI for some ideal I in R, then ν� is an element in the approximating

sequence of some valuation in supp ρI ; in particular, ν� is either divisorial
or a curve valuation at an element of R;

(iii) if h = gu for some psh function u, then ν� is either quasimonomial or an
analytic curve valuation.

The main observation in the proof of Lemma 2.11 is that it suffices to consider
h on a finite subtree of V . In the same spirit we have:

Lemma 2.12. For h ∈ P and 0 < ε < 1, the set

T = Th,ε := {ν ∈ V : ρh{µ ≥ ν} ≥ (1 − ε)m(ν)}
is a finite subtree of V and J (h) = J (hT ), where hT is the smallest tree potential
coinciding with h on T .

Proof of Lemma 2.11. We may assume that ρ := ∆h has mass 1. Set

T = Th,ψ := {ν : ρ{µ ≥ ν} ≥ χ(νm) m(ν)}.
If ν ≤ ν′, then m(ν) ≤ m(ν′) and ρ{µ ≥ ν} ≥ ρ{µ ≥ ν′}. Hence T is a tree. The
number of ends of T is finite, bounded by 1/χ(νm). Thus T is a finite tree. Its
ends have finite multiplicity, hence consist of quasimonomial or curve valuations.

We claim that supV χ = supT χ. To see this, pick any ν1 �∈ T . Let ν0 =
max{ν ∈ T ; ν ≤ ν1} and let �v be the tangent vector at ν0 represented by ν1.
Write m(�v) = m, α(ν0) = α0 and, for ν ∈ [ν0, ν1], α = α(ν). The right derivative
of h at ν0 with respect to the skewness equals ρ U(�v) (see Section 1.2.10). As h is
concave on [ν0, ν1] we have h(ν) ≤ h(ν0) + ρ U(�v)(α − α0) for ν ∈ [ν0, ν1]. On the
other hand, A(ν) ≥ A(ν0) + m(α − α0) and ν(ψ) ≥ ν0(ψ); hence

χ(ν) ≤ h(ν0) + ρ U(�v)(α − α0)
ν0(ψ) + A(ν0) + m(α − α0)

:= M(α), for all ν ∈ [ν0, ν1].
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Here α �→ M(α) is Möbius in α; hence

sup
[ν0,ν1]

χ ≤ sup
[α0,∞]

M = max{χ(ν0), m−1ρ U(�v)} ≤ max{χ(ν0), χ(νm)}.

To prove the last inequality, we note that U(�v) ∩ T = ∅. If ρ U(�v) > mχ(νm), we
could find ν′ ∈ U(�v) close enough to ν0, of multiplicity m and such that ρ{µ ≥
ν′} ≥ mχ(νm). This would imply ν′ ∈ T , a contradiction.

Thus supV χ = supT χ.
As each of the functions h(ν), ν(ψ) and A(ν) is continuous on segments in Vqm,

so is χ. We extend χ to V by taking limits along segments. To see that these limits
exist, pick ν0 /∈ Vqm and let ν → ν0 along the segment [νm, ν0[. If ν0 is a curve
valuation, then h(ν)/α(ν) → ρ{ν0}, ν(ψ)/α(ν) → ρψ{ν0} and A(ν)/α(ν) → m(ν0).
This gives χ(ν) → ρ{ν0}(ρψ{ν0} + m(ν0))−1.

When ν0 is infinitely singular, we claim that χ is decreasing when ν ∈ [νm, ν0]
is sufficiently close to ν0. This implies that χ(ν) converges when ν → ν0. To prove
the claim, note that ν �→ ν(ψ) is constant equal to ν0(ψ) near ν0 and that the left
derivative of h with respect to skewness at ν equals ρ{µ ≥ ν}. The left derivative
of χ at ν is hence equal to

(2.4)
dχ

dα
=

(A(ν) + ν0(ψ))ρ{µ ≥ ν} − m(ν)h(ν)
(A(ν) + ν0(ψ))2

.

By Section 1.2.8, A(ν) − m(ν)α(ν) → −∞ as ν → ν0 and h(ν) ≥ ρ{µ ≥ ν}α(ν).
This easily implies dχ/dα < 0 and completes the proof of the claim.

Thus the function χ extends to V . Its restriction to the finite tree T is continuous;
hence supV χ is attained at some ν� ∈ T .

Now suppose ψ /∈ m, which amounts to ν(ψ) ≡ 0. Consider a segment ]ν0, ν1[
on which the multiplicity is constant equal to m0 ≥ 2. Then (2.4) and the two
inequalities A(ν) < m(ν)α(ν) = m0α(ν) and h(ν) ≥ ρ{µ ≥ ν}α(ν) imply dχ

dα < 0
on ]ν0, ν1[. This proves that χ is decreasing off the subtree {ν : m(ν) = 1}. Hence
m(ν�) = 1, proving (i).

We saw above that if ν is a curve valuation, then χ(ν) = 0 unless ρ puts mass
on ν. This proves (iii) as a measure represented by a psh function cannot charge
formal curve valuations (see Section 1.4.5).

Finally, if h = gI for an ideal I, then ρ is atomic, supported on finitely many
valuations that are either divisorial or curve valuations; see Section 1.3. On any
open segment in V not intersecting the support of ρ, and on which the multiplicity
is constant, h is Möbius, hence attains its maximum at its boundary points. This
implies (ii). �

Proof of Lemma 2.12. Suppose first that T is empty. This happens exactly when
h(νm) < 1 − ε. We have A(ν) ≥ 1 + α(ν) and h(ν) ≤ h(νm)α(ν) for all ν, whence
supV χh,1 ≤ h(νm) < 1 so that J (h) = J (hT ) = R.

Suppose now that T is nonempty; i.e., h(νm) ≥ 1 − ε. We follow the proof of
Lemma 2.11. Clearly T is a subtree of V with at most h(νm)/(1 − ε) ends. As
h ≥ hT we have J (h) ⊂ J (hT ). To prove the reverse inclusion, we proceed as
follows. Suppose supT χ = t < 1 where χ = χh,ψ. We must show that supV χ < 1.
Consider ν0 ∈ T and a segment ]ν0, ν1], disjoint from T . Let m = m(�v), where �v is
the tangent vector at ν0 represented by ν1. For ν ∈ ]ν0, ν1] we get

χ(ν) ≤ max{χ(ν0), ρ{µ ≥ ν}/m} ≤ max{t, 1 − ε}.
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Hence supV χ ≤ max{t, 1 − ε} < 1, which completes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 2.4. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.11 and the
formula χ(ν) = ρh{ν}/(ρψ{ν} + m(ν)) for a curve valuation ν. �

Next we address semicontinuity. The main ingredient in the proof is the following
lemma. It can be viewed as a general statement about parameterized trees, but we
shall formulate it only for the valuative tree V parameterized by skewness.

Lemma 2.13. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.6, the functions hn(ν)
α(ν) de-

crease uniformly on Vqm to the function h(ν)/a(ν).

Proof of Proposition 2.6. Clearly J (hn) forms an increasing sequence of ideals in
R and J (hn) ⊂ J (h) for all n. Since R is Noetherian, it suffices to show that⋃
J (hn) ⊃ J (h). Consider φ ∈ J (h) and write χ(ν) = h(ν)/(ν(φ) + A(ν)) and

χn(ν) = hn(ν)/(ν(φ) + A(ν)). Then sup χ < 1. Since A ≥ α, Lemma 2.13 gives

0 ≤ χn(ν) − χ(ν) ≤ hn(ν)
α(ν)

− h(ν)
α(ν)

→ 0

uniformly on Vqm, as n → ∞. This implies sup χn < 1, i.e., φ ∈ J (hn) for large n,
completing the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 2.13. As mentioned above, a version of the lemma holds for arbi-
trary parameterized trees. For a totally ordered tree it translates into the following
elementary statement, the proof of which is left to the reader.

Lemma 2.14. Let gn, g be positive concave functions on [1,∞) such that gn de-
creases to g pointwise. Then gn(x)/x decreases to g(x)/x uniformly.

Of course, a tree such as Vqm has a lot of branching. The following lemma will
be used to control the behavior of tree potentials at branch points.

Lemma 2.15. Consider tree potentials g, h and quasimonomial valuations µ, ν
with µ < ν. Assume that

g(ν)
α(ν)

≥ h(ν)
α(ν)

+ ε and
g(µ)
α(µ)

≤ h(µ)
α(µ)

+ ε

for some ε > 0. Then ρ U(�v) ≥ ε, where ρ = ρg is the tree measure of g and �v is
the tangent vector at µ represented by ν.

Proof. On the one hand, since h is increasing, the assumptions give

g(ν) ≥ h(ν) + εα(ν) ≥ h(µ) + εα(ν) = h(µ) + εα(µ) + ε(α(ν) − α(µ)).

On the other hand, as g is a tree potential, we have

g(ν) ≤ g(µ) + ρ U(�v)(α(ν)− α(µ)) ≤ h(µ) + εα(µ) + ρ U(�v)(α(ν)− α(µ)).

Thus ρ U(�v) ≥ ε. �

We continue the proof of Lemma 2.13 and argue by contradiction. If hn/α does
not converge uniformly to h/α, then, after passing to a subsequence if necessary,
there exist νn ∈ Vqm and ε > 0 such that hn(νn)/α(νn) > h(νn)/α(νn) + ε for all
n. Using the compactness of V we may assume that νn converges weakly to some
valuation ν� ∈ V . Since hn converges to h pointwise on Vqm we may assume that
the νn are all distinct and different from ν�.
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By Lemma 2.14 we may assume hn/α ≤ h/α+ ε on [νm, ν�[. Hence νn /∈ [νm, ν�]
so that µn := ν� ∧ νn is quasimonomial and µn < νn. We apply Lemma 2.15 to
g = hn, h = h, µ = µk and ν = νk, for n ≥ k. Recall that hn ≥ hk. We conclude
that ρn Uk ≥ ε, where ρn = ρhn

and Uk = U(�vk), where �vk is the tangent vector at
µk represented by νk.

If k �= l, then Uk = Ul or Uk ∩ Ul = ∅. As mass ρn = hn(νm) → h(νm) is
uniformly bounded, this implies that, after passing to a subsequence, all the Uk are
equal. In particular all the µk are equal. As µk → ν�, this gives µk = ν� for all k.
In particular, ν� is quasimonomial and νn > ν�.

For k > 1 we have νk ∧ ν1 ∈ ]ν�, ν1] as Uk = U1. Again by Lemma 2.14,
νk ∧ ν1 < νk for all k ≥ 2. As ν1 ∧ νk → ν� as k → ∞ we may assume that
the valuations ν1 ∧ νk are all distinct. We again apply Lemma 2.15, now with
µ = ν1 ∧ νk, ν = νk and still using h = h and g = hn for n ≥ k. We conclude that
ρn U ′

k ≥ ε, where U ′
k = U(�v′k) and �v′k is the tangent vector at ν1 ∧ νk represented

by νk. But the regions U ′
k are mutually disjoint, so since the ρn has uniformly

bounded mass, this gives a contradiction. �

Next we prove the bounds for the singularity exponents.

Proof of Proposition 2.7. Recall that ρ has mass h(νm).
Write χ(ν) = h(ν)/A(ν) so that λ(h) = sup χ. The lower bound λ(h) ≥ χ(νm) =

1
2h(νm) is immediate. Recall that A(ν) ≥ 1 + α(ν). If ν ∈ Vqm, ν �= νm, then
h(ν) ≤ h(νm) + ρ U(�v)(α(ν) − 1), where �v is the tangent vector at νm represented
by ν. In general, this gives h(ν) ≤ h(νm)α(ν), so that χ(ν) < h(νm).

If ρ U(�v) ≤ 1
2h(νm), then h(ν) ≤ 1

2h(νm)(1 + α(ν)) so that χ(ν) ≤ 1
2h(νm). On

the other hand, if ρ U(�v) > 1
2h(νm), then we may move ν closer to νm, still keeping

ν ∈ U(�v), so that m(ν) = 1, A(ν) = 1+α(ν) and h(ν) > h(νm)+ 1
2h(νm)(α(ν)−1).

This gives λ(h) ≥ χ(ν) > 1
2h(νm).

Finally suppose λ(h) = h(νm). By Lemma 2.11 we have λ(h) = χ(ν) for some
valuation ν ∈ V of multiplicity one. We have seen above that χ < h(νm) on
Vqm. Hence ν is a curve valuation. But then χ(ν) = ρ{ν}/m(ν) = ρ{ν} so that
ρ{ν} = h(νm) and ρ is a point mass at ν. �

Finally we prove the second version of Skoda’s Theorem.

Proof of Proposition 2.10. By unique factorization we may assume that φ is irre-
ducible. We first claim that J(h + gφ) ⊂ φR. Indeed, if ψ ∈ J (h + gφ), then by
Proposition 2.4 we have ρψ{νφ} + m(φ) > ρh{νφ} + ρφ{νφ} ≥ 0 + m(φ). Thus
ρψ{νφ} > 0 so that φ divides ψ.

It hence suffices to show that if ψ ∈ R, then φψ ∈ J (h + gφ) iff ψ ∈ J (h).
But this follows easily from Proposition 2.4. Indeed, if ν is quasimonomial, then
ν(ψφ) − (h + gφ)(ν) = ν(ψ) − h(ν) and if ν is a curve valuation, then ρψφ{ν} −
(ρh + ρφ){ν} = ρψ{ν} − ρh{ν}. �

3. Multiplier ideals of ideals

We now show that if h is the tree transform of a formal power Ic, where I is
an ideal and c > 0, then the multiplier ideal of h agrees with the multiplier ideal
of Ic with the standard definitions given in the literature. First we consider the
approach based on resolution of singularities as described in [La, Part III]. Then
we explain how to recover Lipman’s definition given in [Li]. Finally we show how
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to understand asymptotic multiplier ideals of graded systems of ideals in terms of
tree potentials.

3.1. Multiplier ideals through log-resolutions. The exposition follows [La,
Part III]. See also [LW] and [TW].

A log-resolution of an ideal I ⊂ R is a birational morphism π : X → SpecR such
that X is non-singular and I · OX is locally principal: I · OX = OX(−F ) for an
effective divisor F , and F + E has simple normal crossing singularities, where E is
the exceptional divisor of π.

The existence of such a resolution in our setting is well known. In fact, π can be
chosen as a composition of blowups at (closed) points. In the analytic case R = O0

the reader may think of Spec R as a neighborhood of the origin in C2.
Another ingredient in the definition is the relative canonical divisor of π. It is

the unique divisor KX/R, with support in E and whose class represents Jπ, the
Jacobian determinant of π:

KX/R = KX − π∗KSpec R.

Here KX and KSpec R denote the sheaf of 2-differentials over X and SpecR, respec-
tively.

We also denote by �c� the round-down of a positive real number, i.e., the greatest
integer less than or equal to c.

Definition 3.1. Let I ⊂ R be an ideal, and c be a positive real number. Fix a
log-resolution π : X → SpecR of I such that I · OX = OX(−F ) with F =

∑
riEi,

and write KX/R =
∑

βiEi. We define the multiplier ideal of Ic to be

() J (Ic) := {ψ ∈ R : divEi
(π∗ψ) ≥ �cri� − βi for all i}.

Here divEi
denotes the generic order of vanishing along Ei of a function on X.

This definition does not depend on the choice of log-resolution. In the analytic
case R = O0, the definition says that a holomorphic germ ψ belongs to the multiplier
ideal iff the pull-back of ψ vanishes to sufficiently high orders along the irreducible
components of π−1(V ), where V =

⋂
φ∈I φ−1(0).

Proposition 3.2. For any ideal I ⊂ R and any positive real number c > 0, the
multiplier ideal J (Ic) as defined in Definition 3.1 coincides with the multiplier ideal
of the tree transform c gI as defined in Definition 2.1.

Remark 3.3. Similarly, we may associate a multiplier ideal to an expression of the
form Ic1

1 · · · Icn
n for ideals Ij and real numbers cj . The proof of Proposition 3.2 is

easily adapted to show that J(Ic1
1 · · · Icn

n ) = J(
∑

j cj gIj
).

Proof. We first need to translate the condition of vanishing of π∗ψ along Ei ⊂ X
in terms of valuations. We shall denote this condition by ()i. Note that divEi

is
a valuation with values in Z. We have ri = divEi

(π∗I) and βi = divEi
(Jπ) where

Jπ is the Jacobian determinant of π.
First suppose Ei does not belong to the exceptional divisor of π. Its image by

π is then an irreducible curve. We let νi ∈ V be the associated curve valuation
(see Section 1.2.2) and mi its multiplicity. Denote by ρI and ρψ the tree measures
of I and ψ, respectively. It follows from Section 1.3 that divEi

(π∗I) is equal to
m−1

i ρI{νi}. In the same way, divEi
(π∗ψ) = m−1

i ρψ{νi}. On the other hand,
it is clear that βi = divEi

(Jπ) = 0. The condition ()i is hence equivalent to
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m−1
i ρψ{νi} ≥ �cm−1

i ρI{νi}�. As the left-hand side is an integer, this amounts to
m−1

i ρψ{νi} > cm−1
i ρI{νi} − 1. We thus conclude that if Ei �⊂ π−1(0), then

(3.1) ()i ⇔ ρψ{νi} + m(νi) > cρI{νi}.
Now suppose Ei is an irreducible component of π−1(0). Then π∗ divEi

(ψ) :=
divEi

(π∗ψ) defines a divisorial valuation with values in Z. It is proportional to a
unique normalized valuation νi ∈ V : π∗ divEi

= biνi where bi = b(νi) is the generic
multiplicity of νi (see Section 1.2.9). The thinness A(νi) is given by ai/bi, where
ai = a(νi) = divEi

(Jπ) + 1 (again by Section 1.2.9). We infer that if Ei ⊂ π−1(0),
then

()i ⇔ divEi
(π∗ψ) ≥ �c divEi

(π∗I)� − div Ei(Jπ)

⇔ divEi
(π∗ψ) > c divEi

(π∗I) − div Ei(Jπ) − 1

⇔ biνi(ψ) > c biνi(I) − ai,

i.e.,

(3.2) ()i ⇔ νi(ψ) + A(νi) > c gI(νi).

Now consider ψ ∈ J (c gI). It follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 that
condition ()i in (3.1), (3.2) holds for all i. Thus ψ ∈ J (Ic).

Conversely suppose ψ �∈ J (c gI). Again we use Proposition 2.4. This tells us
that either (a) or (b) fails in that proposition. If (b) fails, then there exists a
curve valuation ν such that ρψ{ν} + m(ν) ≤ cρI{ν}. This inequality implies that
the element in R corresponding to ν is a factor of I. Hence ν is one of the curve
valuations νi above. Thus ()i in (3.1) fails and ψ �∈ J (Ic). On the other hand,
if (a) fails, then there exists a divisorial valuation ν such that ν(ψ)+A(ν) ≤ c ν(I).
We may take a log-resolution π of I such that ν corresponds to an exceptional
divisor of π. This can be achieved by further blowups of a given log-resolution of
I. Thus ν = νi for some i, so that ()i in (3.2) fails and ψ �∈ J (Ic). �
3.2. Lipman’s approach. The definition of Lipman6 in [Li] has the advantage of
not depending on a log-resolution and hence makes sense in great generality.

We describe Lipman’s construction in our setting, namely for an equicharacter-
istic zero, two-dimensional, regular local ring R with algebraically closed residue
field k. Write K for the fraction field of R.

We first need some definitions. For a (not necessarily centered) valuation µ on R,
we let Rµ = {φ ∈ K : µ(φ) ≥ 0} be the valuation ring, mµ = {φ ∈ K : µ(φ) > 0}
the (unique) maximal ideal in Rµ and kµ := Rµ/mµ the residue field. Note that kµ

is a field extension of k. A prime divisor is by definition a valuation on R whose
residue field has transcendence degree l− 1 over k, where l is the height of mµ ∩R,
i.e., the dimension of the center of µ in SpecR. Let us describe explicitly in our
situation what a prime divisor means. Two different cases may appear.

(i) l = 1. Then the center of µ is a principal ideal generated by an irreducible
element ψ ∈ R. In this case for any φ ∈ R, we have µ(φ) = divC(φ) for
some irreducible C ⊂ SpecR.

(ii) l = 2. Then µ is centered at the maximal ideal m of R. The transcendence
degree of kµ being 1 implies that µ is a divisorial valuation (see [FJ1,
Proposition 1.12]).

6Lipman used the term adjoint ideals and defined them for ideals rather than formal powers
of ideals.
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Lipman’s construction uses the Jacobian ideal JRµ/R, whose definition is purely
algebraic. In our setting it is given as follows, following the two cases above:

(i) When l = 1, the ideal JRµ/R is trivial.
(ii) When l = 2, µ is a divisorial valuation. Fix a composition of blowups

π : X → SpecR such that the center of µ in X is a divisor E. For a closed
point p ∈ E, the ring OX,p can be naturally viewed as a subring of Rµ by
the isomorphism π∗ between function fields of X and Spec R. Then the
ideal JRµ/R ⊂ Rµ is generated by the Jacobian determinant of π.

We can now set

Definition 3.4. Let I ⊂ R be an ideal and let c > 0. The multiplier ideal of Ic is
the ideal

J (Ic) :=
⋂
µ

{ψ ∈ R : µ(ψ) ≥ �cµ(I)� − µ(JRµ/R)}

where the intersection is taken over all prime divisors µ of R.7

If I is an ideal and c > 0, then we may consider both the multiplier ideal of Ic

above and the multiplier ideal of the tree potential c gI . Both are defined in terms
of valuations. Hence the following result is perhaps not so surprising.

Proposition 3.5. For any ideal I ⊂ R and any c > 0, the multiplier ideal J (Ic)
in the sense of Definition 3.4 coincides with the multiplier ideal of the tree potential
c gI as defined in Definition 2.1.

Proof. Pick ψ ∈ R. First consider a curve valuation ν = νC in V . We denote
the prime divisor associated to ν by divC . Note that divC is not centered at the
maximal ideal m ⊂ R. We then have the sequence of equivalences

divC(ψ) ≥ �c divC(I)� − divC(JRdivC
/R) ⇔ divC(ψ) > c divC(I) − 1

⇔ ρψ{νC} > cρI{νC} − m(C).

Now consider a divisorial valuation ν ∈ V . Fix a composition of blowups π
such that b ν = π∗ divE for some exceptional component E, b being the generic
multiplicity of ν (see Section 1.2.9). Let a − 1 be the order of vanishing of the
Jacobian determinant of π along E. By the discussion above,

ν(ψ) ≥ �cν(I)� − ν(JRν/R) ⇔ divE(π∗ψ) ≥ �c divE(π∗I)� − divE(Jπ)

⇔ divE(π∗ψ) > c divE(π∗I) − divE(Jπ) − 1

⇔ b ν(ψ) > bc ν(I) − a

⇔ ν(ψ) > c gI(ν) − A(ν).

This concludes the proof in view of Proposition 2.4. �

3.3. Multiplier ideals of graded systems. Another type of multiplier ideals has
been defined for graded systems of ideals. Here we show that these multiplier ideals
can also be understood through tree potentials.

Let I• = (Ik)k≥1 be a graded system of ideals. This means that Ik is an ideal in R
for every k and that IkIl ⊂ Ik+l for all k, l. Fix c > 0 rational. It is proved in [La]
(see also below) that the sequence of ideals (J (Ic/k

k ))k≥1 has a unique maximal
element.

7Lipman’s original definition was for c = 1 in which case the “�·�” can be omitted.
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Definition 3.6. The asymptotic multiplier ideal J (Ic
•) is the unique maximal ele-

ment of the sequence (J (Ic/k
k ))k≥1.

Definition 3.7. The singularity exponent (or log-canonical threshold) of I• is
c(I•) := sup{c > 0 : J (Ic

•) = R}. The Arnold multiplicity is λ(I•) := c(I•)−1.

Let gk be the tree transform of Ik. The condition IkIl ⊂ Ik+l then implies
gk+l ≤ gk + gl. It is then elementary that the sequence k−1gk converges in P (i.e.,
pointwise) to the tree potential g := inf k−1gk. Moreover, the subsequence 2−jg2j

is decreasing, so by semicontinuity (Proposition 2.6) we have J (c2−jg2j ) = J (c h)
for j � 0. On the other hand, J (ck−1gk) = J (Ic/k

k ) for all k by Proposition 3.2.
This gives

Proposition 3.8. Given a graded sequence I• of ideals there exists a tree potential
g = gI• such that the asymptotic multiplier ideal J (Ic

•) coincides with the multiplier
ideal J (c g) for any c > 0. As a consequence, c(I•) = c(g) and λ(I•) = λ(g).

Remark 3.9. It follows from Theorem 8.1 that g = gI• is uniquely determined by
the properties stated in Proposition 3.8.

Remark 3.10. Not every tree potential g is associated to a graded system of ideals
I•. An example is given by g = α(µ ∧ ·), where µ is infinitely singular of infinite
skewness. Indeed, g(µ) = ∞, whereas µ(I) < ∞ for every ideal I; hence gI•(µ) < ∞
for any graded system I•. It would be interesting to characterize all tree potentials
associated to graded systems of ideals. See [FJ2, Section 6.2] for related questions.

Example 3.11. If I ⊂ R is a fixed ideal and k0 ∈ N, then Ik := Ik+k0 defines a
graded system of ideals. In this case k−1gIk

= (1+k0/k)gI → gI so J (Ic
•) = J (Ic)

independently of k0.

Example 3.12. If ν ∈ V , then Ik := {φ ∈ R : ν(φ) ≥ k} defines a graded system
of ideals. In this case the tree potential h in Proposition 3.8 satisfies

(3.3) ∆h = α(ν)−1ν.

Moreover, c(I•) = α(ν)(1 + α(ν1)−1), where ν1 is the first element in the approxi-
mating sequence of ν. In particular, if α(ν) = ∞, then g = 0, and c(I•) = ∞.

Let us sketch a proof of (3.3). It is easy to see in general that g(µ) ≥ h(µ) :=
α(ν)−1α(µ ∧ ν). For the reverse inequality, suppose first that ν is a divisorial
valuation of generic multiplicity b. Then the tree transform of Ibα(ν) is precisely
µ → bα(µ ∧ ν); see Section 1.3. Whence g = h in this case. In general, take an
increasing sequence of divisorial valuations νn tending to ν, and apply the preceding
result.

4. Multiplier ideals of psh functions

We now turn to multiplier ideals of psh functions. For this to make sense we work
in the analytic case R = O0. Recall that if u is psh, then the multiplier ideal J (u)
consists of the holomorphic germs ψ ∈ R such that |ψ|2e−2u is locally integrable
at the origin (see [N, DK]). The (complex) singularity exponent (or log-canonical
threshold) of u at the origin is c(u) = sup{c > 0 : e−2cu ∈ L1

loc}. The Arnold
multiplicity is λ(u) = c(u)−1. Our goal is to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. If u is a psh function, then the multiplier ideal of u equals that of
its tree transform. In other words, if ψ is a holomorphic germ, then

(4.1) ψ ∈ J (u) iff sup
ν∈Vqm

ν(u)
ν(ψ) + A(ν)

< 1.

The proof makes essential use of the Demailly approximation technique in Sec-
tion 1.4.4. In fact we have

Corollary 4.2. If un are the Demailly approximants of u, then J (un) = J (u) for
n � 1.

Proof. We have 0 ≤ ν(u) − ν(un) ≤ A(ν)/n for all ν ∈ Vqm; hence

0 ≤ ν(u)
ν(ψ) + A(ν)

− ν(un)
ν(ψ) + A(ν)

≤ 1
n

,

which easily implies the corollary in view of (4.1). �

We split the proof of the theorem into two parts: non-integrability and integra-
bility. Set

χ(ν) = χu,ψ(ν) =
ν(u)

ν(ψ) + A(ν)
.

By Lemma 2.11, χ attains it supremum on V . We emphasize that this fact is
really the key to the openness conjecture (Corollary 5.1). At any rate, Theorem 4.1
follows immediately from Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 below.

Proposition 4.3. Let u and ψ be as in Theorem 4.1. Suppose there exists ν ∈ V
such that χ(ν) ≥ 1. Then |ψ|2e−2u is not locally integrable at the origin. In fact,
we then have Vol{|ψ|2e−2u > R} � R−1 as R → ∞.

Proposition 4.4. Let u and ψ be as in Theorem 4.1. Suppose that sup χ < 1.
Then |ψ|2e−2u is locally integrable at the origin.

Proof of Proposition 4.3. It suffices to show the estimate Vol{|ψ|2e−2u > R} � R−1

as R → ∞. By Lemma 2.11, we may assume ν is not infinitely singular.
First suppose ν is quasimonomial. Then ν(ψ) − ν(u) ≤ −A(ν) < 0. We use the

analysis in Section 1.4.2. Write ν = νφ,t and pick a coordinate x transverse to φ.
Let A = Aφ,t,x,C(r) be a characteristic region. Then Vol(A) � r2A(ν). Moreover,
u(p) ≤ ν(u) log ‖p‖r + O(1) and log |ψ| ≥ ν(ψ) log ‖p‖ + O(1), so

log |ψ| − u ≥ (ν(ψ) − ν(u)) log ‖p‖ + O(1) ≥ −A(ν) log r + O(1)

in A. The desired estimate follows by choosing R ∼ r−2A(ν).
Now suppose ν = νφ is a curve valuation. Then φ is a holomorphic germ. By

Section 1.4.5, we have u = c log |φ|+u′ with c = ρu{νφ}/m(φ) and u′ psh. Similarly,
ψ = φaψ′, where a ≥ 0 and φ does not divide ψ′. Then 1 ≤ χ(νφ) = c/(a + 1), so
that c ≥ a + 1. Since u′ is bounded from above we have

|ψ|2e−2u � |φ|2(a−c)|ψ′|2 � |ψ′|2
|φ|2

near the origin. Pick a composition of blowups π, and a smooth point p ∈ π−1(0)
such that the strict transform of φ−1(0) is smooth and intersects the exceptional
divisor transversely at p, and such that the strict transform of (ψ′)−1(0) does not
contain p. This can be done by successively blowing up the intersection point of the
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strict transform of φ−1(0) and the exceptional divisor. Fix coordinates (z, w) at p
such that π−1(0) = {z = 0} and φ−1(0) = {zw = 0}. We may assume π∗φ = zkw,
Jπ = zl and π∗ψ′ = zmψ̃, where k, l, m ∈ N∗ and ψ̃(0) �= 0. Fix r0 > 0 small, and
consider 0 < r � r0. Set Ω(r) := π{|z| < r0, |w| < r}. By the change of variables
formula, VolΩ(r) � r2. If p = π(z, w) ∈ Ω(r), then

|ψ(p)|2e−2u(p) � |π∗ψ′(z, w)|2
|π∗φ(z, w)|2 � |w|−2 ≥ r−2.

The desired estimate follows by choosing R ∼ r−2. �

Proof of Proposition 4.4. First suppose u has logarithmic singularities, say u =
c
2 log

∑k
l=1 |φl|2 for φi ∈ R and c > 0. The tree transform of u then coincides with

the tree transform of Ic, where I is the ideal generated by the φi’s. Integrability
can now be proved as in [DK, Proposition 1.7], using the results of Section 3.

This goes as follows. Let π : X → (C2, 0) be a log-resolution of the ideal I. Thus
the total transform of the curve V = {

∏
l φl = 0} is a union of smooth components

with normal crossing singularities. By the change of variables formula, the function
Φ2 = |ψ|2 exp(−2u) is locally integrable iff (π∗Φ · |Jπ|)2 is locally integrable at any
point p ∈ π−1(0).

Let {Ei} be the set of irreducible components of π−1(V ). For any i, we let βi,
ri and γi be the order of vanishing along Ei of Jπ, π∗I and π∗ψ, respectively. As
in Section 3 the condition supχ < 1 implies that δi := γi + βi − �cri� ≥ 0; hence
δi > −1 for all i.

Now pick p ∈ π−1(0) and local coordinates (z, w) at p such that π−1V ⊂ {zw =
0}. The calculations above give π∗Φ · |Jπ| � |z|δ|w|δ′

where δ, δ′ > −1. Thus
(π∗Φ · |Jπ|)2 is locally integrable at p, completing the proof when u has logarithmic
singularities.

We now consider the case of an arbitrary psh function. As in the proof of
Theorem 4.2 in [DK] we use Demailly approximation to reduce to the preceding case.
By Section 1.4.4 there exists a small neighborhood B′ of the origin, and, for each n >
0, finitely many holomorphic functions {gnl}k

l=1 with
∫

B′ |gnl|2 exp(−2nu) ≤ 1, such
that the psh function un = (2n)−1 log

∑
|gnl|2 (which has logarithmic singularities)

satisfies |ν(u) − ν(un)| ≤ n−1A(ν) for any ν ∈ Vqm. Thus Hölder’s inequality with
p = n and q = n/(n − 1) gives

∫
B′

|ψ|2 exp(−2u) =
∫

B′

(
k∑
1

|gnl|2 exp(−2pu)

)1/p (
|ψ|2q(

k∑
1

|gnl|2)−q/p

)1/q

≤ k1/p

(∫
B′

|ψ|2q(
k∑
1

|gnl|2)−q/p

)1/q

= k1/p

(∫
B′

|ψ|2q exp(−2qun)
)1/q

.

For any quasimonomial valuation ν, we have

|χu,ψ(ν) − χqun,ψq (ν)| =
∣∣∣∣ ν(u)
ν(ψ) + A(ν)

− qν(un)
qν(ψ) + A(ν)

∣∣∣∣ � 1
n

.

By assumption sup χu,ψ < 1; hence sup χqun,ψq < 1 for large n. By the preceding
argument, |ψ|2q exp(−2qun) is locally integrable, thus so is |ψ|2 exp(−2u). �
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5. Singularity exponents and Kiselman numbers

We now apply our machinery to study the singularities of psh functions.
Theorem 4.1 immediately implies that the complex singularity exponent c(u)

and Arnold multiplicity λ(u) of a psh function u equal those of its tree transform
gu as defined by (2.2). In view of Remark 2.3 and Lemma 2.11 we then have

Corollary 5.1. For any psh function u we have

(5.1) λ(u) = sup
ν∈Vqm

ν(u)
A(ν)

and c(u) = inf
ν∈Vqm

A(ν)
ν(u)

,

and the supremum and infimum are attained at a valuation of multiplicity one.
Further, if c = c(u), then exp(−2cu) is not locally integrable at the origin. In

fact, Vol{u < log r} � r2c(u) as r → 0.

Remark 5.2. This corollary contains an affirmative answer to the openness conjec-
ture for psh functions in dimension 2; see [DK, Remarks 5.3 and 4.4].

Example 5.3. If ψ = yn + xm with m < n, m, n relatively prime, and u = log |ψ|,
then the supremum in (5.1) must be attained at a valuation of the form νy,t, 1 ≤
t ≤ ∞. Thus λ(log |ψ|) = supt max{nt, m}/(1 + t) = nm/(n + m).

Let us rephrase Corollary 5.1 in terms of Kiselman numbers, using Section 1.4.1.
If m(ν) = 1, then ν = νy,t where (x, y) are local coordinates and t ≥ 1. Moreover,
ν(u) = νx,y

t,1 (u) and A(ν) = 1 + t. Hence ν(u)/A(ν) = νx,y
t/(1+t),1/(1+t)(u).

Corollary 5.4. The Arnold multiplicity of u is the supremum of all Kiselman
numbers νx,y

a,b (u) over all choices of local coordinates (x, y) and all choices of weights
(a, b) with a + b = 1.

By fixing the local coordinates (x, y) and letting the weights vary we obtain a
lower bound for the Arnold multiplicity proved by Kiselman [Ki2] (in any dimen-
sion). We can also bound it in terms of the Lelong number νL(u):

Corollary 5.5. The Arnold multiplicity λ(u) of u satisfies
(i) 1

2νL(u) ≤ λ(u) ≤ νL(u);
(ii) λ(u) = νL(u) iff ddcu is the current of integration on a smooth curve plus

a current with zero Lelong number;
(iii) if λ(u) = 1

2νL(u), then the Lelong number of the strict transform of u

under a single blowup π of the origin is at most 1
2νL(u) at any point on the

exceptional divisor π−1(0).

Remark 5.6. The bounds in (i) are due (in any dimension) to Skoda [S]. The
characterization in (ii) sharpens a recent result by Blel and Mimouni [BM] (see
also [Mi]), who proved that if u has Lelong number one, then exp(−2u) is locally
integrable unless ddcu puts mass on an analytic curve. The implication in (iii)
seems to be new.

Remark 5.7. The converse to (iii) is false, as is shown by the example

u = log max{|y|, |x|1+ε},
where 0 < ε < 1. Here νL(u) = 1, λ(u) = (1 + ε)/(2 + ε) > 1/2, but the strict
transform of u has Lelong number zero at all points of π−1(0), but one, at which
the Lelong number is ε.
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Proof of Corollary 5.5. All of this is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Proposi-
tion 2.7. Indeed (i) follows immediately, as does (iii) in view of Section 1.4.3. As
for (ii) we get that the tree measure ρu is a point mass at a curve valuation, which
must be associated to a smooth analytic curve {φ = 0}. Siu’s Theorem now yields
u = log |φ| + u′ with u′ psh. Clearly u′ has zero Lelong number. �

6. The ascending chain condition

We now wish to give a new proof of a result describing the structure of the set
of complex singularity exponents of holomorphic functions.

As our approach is algebraic, we work in the general case; that is, R is an
equicharacteristic zero, two-dimensional, regular local ring with algebraically closed
residue field. If ψ ∈ R, let c(ψ) = c(gψ) and λ(ψ) = c(ψ)−1 be the singularity
exponent and Arnold multiplicity of ψ. Here gψ is the tree potential of ψ. Thus
λ(ψ) = supVqm

χψ(ν), where χψ(ν) = ν(ψ)/A(ν). In the analytic case R = O0 we
have c(ψ) := c(log |ψ|) and λ(ψ) = λ(log |ψ|).

To motivate the result, first consider ψ ∈ m irreducible and let (νi)
g
0 be the

approximating sequence of νψ. It follows from Corollary 5.1 that the supremum
of χψ is attained at ν1. This gives c(ψ) = 1

ν1(ψ) + 1
m(ψ) . By Section 1.2.7, ν1(ψ)

is an integer, so that c(ψ) ∈ 1
N∗ + 1

N∗ , a result that seems to have first been
proved by Igusa [I]; see also [Ku]. When ψ is no longer assumed to be irreducible,
c(ψ) �∈ 1

N∗ + 1
N∗ in general (see [PS] for a counterexample). Nevertheless we have

Theorem 6.1 ([S, 1992], [Ku, 1999], [PS, 2000]). The set c = {c(ψ) : ψ ∈ m} satis-
fies the ascending chain condition (ACC): any increasing sequence in c is eventually
stationary.

Further, the limit points of c are 0 and the rational numbers 1/a for a ≥ 1.

Proof. We will show that λ := {λ(ψ) ; ψ ∈ m} satisfies the decreasing chain
condition (DCC) and that its limit points are N∪ {∞}. Our proof mainly consists
of a careful study of the functions χψ on Vqm, for ψ ∈ m.

Fix ψ and let ψ =
∏

φak

k be the decomposition into irreducible factors. For any
k we define the valuation νk = max{ν ∈ V : m(ν) = 1, ν ≤ νφk

}. This is either
νφk

or a divisorial valuation. Write νkl = νk ∧ νl and αkl = α(νkl).

Fact 1. For all k, l, either αklmk or αklml is an integer where mk = m(φk).
We first note that mkαk is always an integer (if αk < ∞). For this we refer

repeatedly to Section 1.2.7. As νφk
> νk, the generic multiplicity bk of νk divides

mk. Thus α(νk)b(νk) = αkbk ∈ N; hence αkmk ∈ N. This shows Fact 1 when
νkl = νk or νl. If this is not the case, then νkl < νk, νkl < νl. As m(νk) = m(νl) = 1,
b(νkl) = 1 and again αkl ∈ N.

Fact 2. The supremum of χψ is attained at a valuation νkl for some k, l.
After unwinding definitions, Lemma 2.11 (i) and (ii) imply that the supremum

of χψ is attained either at νm or at one of the νkl. If νkl = νm for some k and l, the
proof is complete, so assume that νkl > νm for all k, l. Then there exists a unique
tangent vector �v at νm such that νkl ∈ U(�v) for all k, l. It is then straightforward
to verify that D�vχψ > 0. Hence the maximum is not attained at νm and we are
done.

Fact 3. For any k, l, we have νkl(ψ) ∈ N∗

mk
∪ N∗

ml
.
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If νφi
≥ νkl, we have νkl(φi) = αklmi, which belongs to N∗/mk ∪ N∗/ml by

Fact 1. If νφi
�≥ νkl, then νkl(φi) = νik(φi). Then either νik = νi, and νkl(φi) ∈ N∗;

or νik < νi, νik < νkl and αik ∈ N∗ so that νkl(φi) ∈ N∗.

Fact 4. Suppose λ(ψ) = χψ(νkl). Set I = {i : νφi
≥ νkl} and let J be its

complement. Then

(6.1)
∑
J

ajνkl(φj) ≤
∑

I

aimi.

This inequality follows from the assumption λ(ψ) = χψ(νkl). For any t in an
interval T = (αkl − η, αkl) for η sufficiently small, we have

χ(νψi,t) =
t(

∑
I aimi) +

∑
J ajνkl(φj)

1 + t
.

As the supremum of χ is attained when t = αkl, we infer that χ′ ≥ 0 on T . A
direct computation then shows (6.1).

We are now able to prove the theorem. First note that it suffices to prove that
λ ∩ (0, C) satisfies the DCC for any C > 0. So pick a sequence ψn ∈ m such that
λ(ψn) is decreasing and bounded from above by C. Since λ(ψ) = sup ν(ψ)/A(ν) ≥
m(ψ)/2, we can bound the multiplicity m(ψn) ≤ 2C. For any n, we introduce φn

k ,
αn

kl, In, Jn as above. To simplify notation we drop the superscript n. We also
denote by N = {p

q : p, q ∈ N∗, q ≤ 2C}. This is a discrete semigroup. Fact 2
implies that we can write

λ(ψn) =
(
∑

I aimi)αkl +
∑

J ajνkl(φj)
1 + αkl

= (
∑

I

aimi) −
1

1 + αkl

[∑
I

aimi −
∑

J

ajνkl(φj)

]
.

We have
∑

I aimi ≤ m(ψn) ≤ 2C, so we may assume that
∑

I aimi is constant,
say equal to D, for all n. Fact 3 implies that

∑
J ajνkl(φj) belongs to the discrete

set N . It is also bounded by D by Fact 4, so we may assume it is constant. Thus
λ(ψn) = D − E

1+αkl
for some E. Now λ(ψn) is increasing; hence αkl is decreasing.

Finally Fact 1 shows that αkl ∈ N and therefore is constant for large n. This proves
that λ satisfies the DCC.

In order to find the limit points of λ, suppose λ(ψn) → λ ∈ λ, λ �= ∞. By ex-
tracting a subsequence and using the DCC we may assume that λ(ψn) is increasing.
The argument above applies again: for n large, we have λ(ψn) = D−E(1+ αkl)−1

for some constants D, E > 0, where D is an integer. If λ(ψn) is not stationary, αkl

increases to infinity, so that λ = D ∈ N. This shows that the limit points of λ are
included in N ∪ {∞}. Conversely, we have λ(ym + xn) = mn/(m + n). Letting
m → ∞ while keeping n constant gives n ∈ λ. Letting m, n → ∞ gives ∞ ∈ λ.
This concludes the proof. �

7. Ideals as multiplier ideals

Proposition 2.5 asserts that the multiplier ideal associated to any tree potential
is integrally closed. Our aim is to prove the converse statement, thereby giving a
new proof of a theorem by Lipman and Watanabe [LW].
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Theorem 7.1. If J is an integrally closed ideal of R, then J = J (g) for some tree
potential g.

Remark 7.2. Our proof is constructive and generates a tree potential of the form
g = c gI , where I is an integrally closed ideal and c > 0. The choices of I and c are
not unique.

Remark 7.3. Lipman and Watanabe work on more general rings. They also prove
that if J = Iν with ν divisorial, then there exists an ideal I with J (I) = J iff
b(ν) = 1. More generally it would be interesting to know what integrally closed
ideals are of the form J (I) for an ideal I.

Proof. Any integrally closed ideal in R is the product of a principal ideal and a
primary ideal. In view of Proposition 2.10 we may hence assume that J is primary.

Let us recall some notation from the analysis of tree transforms of ideals in
Section 1.3. The tree measure of J on V is of the form ρJ =

∑r
1 nibiνi. Here

ni ∈ N and νi is divisorial with generic multiplicity bi. Write αi = α(νi) and
Ai = A(νi). Set m = m(J) =

∑
i nibi and let TJ be the support of the tree

potential gJ , i.e., the smallest subtree containing νm and all the νi.

Figure 3. Construction of a tree potential with a predetermined
multiplier ideal I. The Zariski factorization of I is I = I1I2I

2
3I3

4

and νi is the Rees valuation of Ii, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. The curves Cij are
chosen as curvettes of νi and the valuations νij are well chosen on
the segments [νi, νCij

]. See the proof of Theorem 7.1.

Pick ψij ∈ m irreducible for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni such that m(ψij) = bi,
νψij

> νi and the νψij
represent ni distinct tangent vectors at νi. The curves

Cij := {ψij = 0} are then curvettes of νi. Define νij to be the unique quasimonomial
valuation in ]νi, νψij

[ whose thinness Aij = A(νij) is given by Aij − Ai = Ri for
a constant Ri > 0 depending only on i to be fixed shortly. See Figure 3. Write
αij = α(νij) so that bi(αij − αi) = Ri. For a given ε > 0, we define the tree
potential g by

∆g = (1 + ε)
∑

i≤r, j≤ni

biνij .

Let Tg be the support of g (i.e., TJ with the segments [νi, νij ] attached) and let
c(J) = infν A(ν)/ν(J) be the complex singularity exponent of the ideal J (see
Corollary 5.1). In the sequel, we fix ε < m(J)−1. With this choice, we now show
that we can pick Ri > 0, for i ≤ r, so that

(7.1) νi(J) + Aij − b−1
i < g(νij) < νi(J) + Aij .
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To see this, notice that

(7.2) g(νij) = (1 + ε)(νi(J) + Ri).

Hence g(νij) − νi(J) − Aij = ενi(J) − Ai + εRi =: Si. We want to pick Ri > 0 so
that Si ∈ (−b−1

i , 0). Clearly Si is an affine function of Ri and Si → ∞ as Ri → ∞.
Hence it suffices to show that Si < 0 when Ri = 0; i.e., that ενi(J) < Ai. But the
tree potential properties of gJ give νi(J) ≤ mαi. Hence ενi(J) < αi < Ai.

Finally, we note that g is proportional to the tree transform of some integrally
closed ideal. Indeed multiplying

∑
biνij by the least common multiple of all the

generic multiplicities b(νij) we obtain the tree measure ρI of some ideal I. We can
thus write g = c gI for some c > 0 and some integrally closed ideal I.

We claim that J (g) = J . Let us first prove that J (g) ⊃ J . By Proposi-
tion 2.4 (ii) it suffices to show that ν(J) + A(ν) > g(ν) for ν ∈ TJ and ν = νij .
The latter case is taken care of by (3.1). As for the former, if ν ∈ TJ , then
g(ν) = (1 + ε)ν(J). Moreover, ν(J) ≤ m(J)α(ν) < m(J)A(ν), so

g(ν)
ν(J) + A(ν)

=
1 + ε

1 + A(ν)/ν(J)
<

1 + ε

1 + m(J)−1
< 1.

We now complete the proof by proving that J (g) ⊂ J . Fix ψ ∈ J (g). Then

(7.3) ν(φ) > g(ν) − A(ν)

for all ν ∈ Vqm. By Section 1.3 we must show that νi(φ) ≥ νi(J) for all i ≤ r.
For i ≤ r and any j ≤ ni, (7.1) and (7.3) imply that

νij(φ) > g(νij) − Aij > νi(J) − b−1
i .

We let N ⊂ {1, . . . , r} be the set of i for which there exists j such that φ has no
irreducible factor φ̃ with νφ̃ ∧ νij > νi. After relabeling we have N = {1, . . . , k}.

For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we infer immediately that νi(φ) = νij(φ) > νi(J) − b−1
i . Since νi

is divisorial we have νi(φ) ∈ b−1
i N (see Section 1.2.9); hence νi(φ) ≥ νi(J).

If k = r, the proof is complete. Thus assume k < r and pick i with k < i ≤ r. For
any j ≤ ni, φ admits an irreducible factor φij with νφij

∧ νij > νi. The multiplicity
of φij is necessarily a multiple of bi, say pijbi.

We now replace φij by ψ
pij

ij , where ψij are defined above. By doing this replace-
ment whenever k < i ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni we obtain from φ a new φ̂ ∈ m, for which
ν(φ̂) = ν(φ) for all ν ∈ TJ .

We can then write φ̂ = φ′ ∏
k<i≤r ψi where ψi =

∏
j ψij and φ′ ∈ m. Notice

that if ν ∈ TJ , then ν(ψi) = bi ν · νi and ν(J) =
∑r

1 nibi ν · νi. Thus, for ν ∈ TJ we
have

(7.4) ν(φ) − ν(J) = ν(φ̂) − ν(J) = ν(φ′) −
k∑
1

nibi ν · νi = ν(φ′) − ν(J ′),

where J ′ is the integrally closed ideal associated to the measure
∑k

1 nibiνi (see
Section 1.3). We have seen that νi(φ′) − νi(J ′) = νi(φ) − νi(J) > −b−1

i for all
i ≤ k. As above we conclude that in fact νi(φ′) − νi(J ′) ≥ 0. As the support of
ρJ′ is included in the νi’s, we infer ν(φ′) ≥ ν(J ′) for all ν ∈ Vqm. Thus (7.4) gives
ν(φ) ≥ ν(J) for all ν ∈ TJ . Hence φ ∈ J , which concludes the proof. �
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Remark 7.4. It follows from the proof that we may in fact choose the numbers Ri of
the form Ri = n/bi for n ∈ N∗. One can then check that our construction coincides
with that of Lipman and Watanabe [LW].

8. Equisingularity

In general we may refer to two objects as equisingular if they have the same
tree transform. Two ideals are equisingular iff they have the same integral closure.
(This is classical, but see [FJ1, Theorem 8.12].) Two psh functions are equisingular
iff their pull-backs by any composition of blowups have the same Lelong number at
all points on the exceptional divisor; see [FJ2, Proposition 6.2].

Our objective now is to show that equisingularity can be detected at the level of
multiplier ideals. This is achieved through the following theorem, which allows us
to recover a tree potential from the multiplier ideals of all its constant multiples.

Theorem 8.1. Suppose h is a potential. For t > 0, let ht be the tree transform
of the ideal J (th). Then h − t−1A ≤ t−1ht ≤ h, where A denotes thinness. In
particular t−1ht converges to h in P as t → ∞.

Remark 8.2. The sequence (n−1hn)∞n=1 can be thought of as an analogue for a tree
potential of the Demailly approximating sequence of a psh function.

Corollary 8.3. Let h1, h2 ∈ P. Then h1 = h2 iff J (th1) = J (th2) for all t ≥ 0.

Using the results of Sections 3 and 4 we immediately infer two corollaries.

Corollary 8.4. Let I1, I2 be integrally closed ideals. Then I1 = I2 iff J (In
1 ) =

J (In
2 ) for all n ∈ N∗.

Corollary 8.5. Let u1, u2 be psh functions. Then J (t u1) = J (t u2) for all t ≥ 0
iff the tree transforms of u1 and u2 coincide.

Remark 8.6. Corollary 8.5 can be deduced directly from Ohsawa-Takegoshi’s the-
orem. Similarly, Corollary 8.4 is a consequence of Skoda’s theorem, which implies
J (In) = In−1J (I).

Remark 8.7. It is not true that if I•, J• are graded systems of ideals with J (Ic
•) =

J (Jc
•) for all c > 0, then I• = J•. See Example 3.11.

We give a proof of Theorem 8.1 based on the subadditivity property for multiplier
ideals proved in [DEL].

Proof of Theorem 8.1. One inequality is elementary: for any φ ∈ J (th) we have
ν(φ) > t h(ν) − A(ν); hence t−1ht ≥ h − A/t. The other inequality, on the other
hand, is quite deep, but it is an immediate consequence of the following result,
whose proof is given below. �

Lemma 8.8. For any tree potential h, the tree transform of J (h) is dominated by
h. In other words, gJ (h) ≤ h.

Remark 8.9. Explicitly, this lemma asserts that for any tree potential h, and any
ν ∈ Vqm, one can find φ ∈ J (h) so that ν(φ) ≤ h(ν). It would be interesting to
have a more direct construction of such an element φ.
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Proof of Lemma 8.8. Let ρ = ρh be the measure associated to h. We will gradually
build the proof using successively more general measures ρ.

First suppose h = gI for an integrally closed ideal I. If ψ ∈ I, then ν(ψ) ≥ ν(I)
for all ν ∈ V . Hence ν(ψ)+A(ν) > ν(I) for all ν ∈ Vqm and ρψ{ν}+m(ν) > νI{ν}
for all curve valuations ν. By Proposition 2.4 this implies ψ ∈ J (I). Hence
I ⊂ J (I), so Lemma 8.8 is immediate in this case.

We now consider the more general case h = c gI , where I is an integrally
closed ideal and c > 0 is rational. By the subadditivity theorem of Demailly-
Ein-Lazarsfeld [DEL] we have J (Icq) ⊂ J (Ic)q for any q. (Our situation is strictly
speaking not contained in [DEL]; a more general statement than what we need can
be found in [TW].) Therefore Icq ⊂ J (Ic)q if cq ∈ N. Hence cq gI ≥ q gJ (Ic),
which gives h ≥ gJ (h).

The next more general case is when the support of ρ is included in a finite
tree T whose ends are quasimonomial valuations. We approximate ρ by atomic
measures ρn =

∑
i cn

i νn
i . We can suppose νn

i are all divisorial valuations, and cn
i

are rational numbers. We can also impose that hn = gρn
decreases towards gρ = h.

To do so, note that by linearity, we may take the support of ρ to be included in
a segment T = [νm, ν0]. The set of divisorial valuations in T coincides with the
set of valuations with rational skewness and is hence dense in T . We now have to
approximate a concave function on T by a decreasing sequence of piecewise linear
functions with rational slopes, and whose second derivatives are measures supported
on the rationals. This can be done in an elementary way.

By Section 1.3, q hn is the tree transform of an integrally closed ideal I if q is
the product of the denominators of cn

i with the generic multiplicities of νn
i over

all i. By the preceding argument, the tree transform of J (hn) is bounded by hn.
As h ≤ hn we infer gJ (h) ≤ gJ (hn) ≤ hn. We conclude, by letting n → ∞, that
gJ (h) ≤ h as desired.

Finally consider a general tree potential h. First assume that ρ{ν} < m(ν)
for all curve valuations ν. Since ρ has finite mass we may pick ε > 0 such that
in fact ρ{ν} < (1 − ε)m(ν). Define T = {ν ∈ V : ρ{µ ≥ ν} ≥ (1 − ε)m(ν)}.
By Lemma 2.12, T is a finite subtree of V and J (hT ) = J (h). Our choice of ε
means that the ends of T are quasimonomial. Hence the previous analysis gives
gJ (hT ) ≤ hT . Since hT ≤ h this yields gJ (h) ≤ h.

In the most general case we can decompose h = gφ + h′, where φ ∈ R (possibly
reducible) and h′ is a tree potential with associated measure satisfying ρ′{ν} < m(ν)
for all curve valuations ν. By repeated use of Proposition 2.10 we have J (h) =
φJ (h′). Therefore the previous step gives

gJ (h) = gφ + gJ (h′) ≤ gφ + h′ = h,

which concludes the proof. �

Appendix A. Subadditivity and Skoda’s Theorem

In this appendix we prove two fundamental properties of multiplier ideals asso-
ciated to tree potentials. The proofs appear here as they rely on the corresponding
properties of multiplier ideals of formal powers of ideals. It would be interesting to
have direct proofs, not using a reduction to the case of powers of ideals.
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Proof of Proposition 2.8. Write h = h1 + h2. Let ρi = ρhi
and ρ = ρh = ρ1 + ρ2

be the measures associated to hi and h, respectively. As in the proof of Lemma 8.8
we will gradually build the proof using successively more general measures.

First suppose that hi = cigIi
, i = 1, 2, for ideals I1, I2 and c1, c2 > 0 rational. By

Proposition 3.2 our subadditivity statement translates into J (Ic1
1 · Ic2

2 ) ⊂ J (Ic1
1 ) ·

J (Ic2
2 ), which holds by [DEL] (see the proof of Lemma 8.8).

Next suppose the support of ρ is included in a finite tree T whose ends are
quasimonomial valuations. As in the proof of Lemma 8.8 we approximate hi from
above by tree potentials of the form hn

i = cn
i gIn

i
, where cn

i > 0 are rational and In
i

are primary ideals. By semicontinuity (Proposition 2.6) we have J (hn
i ) = J (hi)

and J (hn
1 + hn

2 ) = J (h) for large n, completing the proof in this case.
Now consider general tree potentials hi. First assume that ρi{ν} < m(ν) for all

curve valuations ν, i = 1, 2. Since ρi has finite mass we may pick ε > 0 so that in
fact ρi{ν} < (1− ε)m(ν). Define Ti = {ν ∈ V : ρi{µ ≥ ν}}. By Lemma 2.12, Ti is
a finite subtree of V and J ((hi)Ti

) = J (hi). Our choice of ε means that the ends
of Ti are quasimonomial. Hence the previous analysis gives

J (h1 + h2) ⊂ J ((h1)T1 + (h2)T2) ⊂ J ((h1)T1) · J ((h2)T2) = J (h1) · J (h2).

In the most general case we can decompose hi = gφi
+h′

i, where φi ∈ R (possibly
reducible) and h′

i is a tree potential with associated measure satisfying ρ′i{ν} <
m(ν) for all curve valuations ν. By repeated use of Proposition 2.10 we have
J (hi) = φiJ (h′

i) and J (h) = φ1φ2J (h′
1 + h′

2). Therefore the previous step gives

J (h1 + h2) = φ1φ2J (h′
1 + h′

2) ⊂ φ1φ2J (h′
1) · J (h′

2) = J (h1) · J (h2),

which completes the proof. �
Proof of Proposition 2.9. The proof is based on a reduction to the case h = c gI for
an integrally closed ideal I and c > 0 rational. In the latter case the result is well
known (see [La, Theorem 9.6.21]) in view of Proposition 3.2. The reduction goes
along exactly the same steps as the proof of subadditivity above. The details are
left to the reader. �
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